Supply Chain
Disruption Checklist
It can be difficult to predict an
unprecedented disruption such as the
COVID-19 pandemic. It has demonstrated
that even what was thought to be the best
designed supply chains are vulnerable to
the risks of unforeseen disruption.

Restore

Near-term

DETERMINE EXPOSURE LEVEL

Strengthen the Foundation for Continuous
Adaptability and Responsiveness

4

Create a digital twin to gain visibility of complete
extended supply chain

Communicate early and often with customers,
suppliers, and trading partners

Long-term – assess beyond tier 1 to understand
suppliers and their backups

Understand and acknowledge strategic missteps
with your supply chain and communicate plans to
address them

Assess network risk profile, identifying areas of high
concentration and limited sourcing options

Strengthen existing relationships and work jointly
on proactively resolving problems

Identify opportunities for adjustment (sourcing,
inventory levels and location, logistics) Run a
where-used check in your ERP to determine finished
goods impact

Map out the extended supply chain to the greatest
extent possible

Business leaders are redefining what they
classify as risk and how they balance that
with cost and service for competitiveness
in the marketplace. Protecting your supply
chain from costly disruptions requires
rethinking the least-cost or overly lean
strategies that have dominated global
supply chains for decades. Resilient supply
chains are often diversifying the geography
of their supply base, shifting away from
exclusively low-cost/high risk
manufacturing facilities, and increasing
inventory and near shoring. The question is
how to balance risk reduction with supply
chain efficiency to assure supply while
staying competitive in the marketplace
during unpredictable and volatile times.

ENHANCE NETWORK RESILIENCE
Establish long-term goals for adaptability and agility

Work with sourcing departments to determine
exposure level by product

While there is no denying the importance
of confident communication and
transparency during a crisis, it is equally
critical for business leaders to have a
confident understanding of disruption
impacts, consequences, and actions to
take to make the appropriate trade-offs
and restore operations as quickly as
possible.

Evolve

Long-term

Mast Fast, Data-Driven Decisions to
Restore Operations
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Adapt

Identify alternative product flow paths should a
warehouse or DC shut down

Identify suppliers at tier 2, tier 3, and beyond –
though these don’t need to be included in modeling
and planning, knowing who and where these
suppliers are can help reduce the time to identify
problems

Validate trade-offs in cost to serve against alternative
network options
Adopt a strategy for dynamic sourcing and design

Run a where-used check in your ERP to determine
finished goods impact
Determine which final products will be impacted, then:
Run sales report for impacted finished goods by
customer to determine potential revenue and/or
health and human safety impacts
Check customer/product specific service level
agreements and assess potential exposure
Identify alternative sources of supply
Establish a recovery plan with strategic suppliers and
trading partners

This checklist can help you understand the
near- and long-term steps to consider
during a supply chain disruption, while
laying the foundation for greater resilience
across the extended supply chain.

Actively monitor real-time information across global
sources – news feeds, weather data, cargo tracking
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EVALUATE SUBSTITUTIONS
Identify substitutes and alternatives
Where key customer supply is at risk, look for
opportunities to potentially change specifications
to offer substitute products with similar functionality
Identify interchangeable components and areas
where substitution is an option (this process is
known as Supersession in SAP systems)
Substitute or offer alternative products where possible
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CREATE A FRAMEWORK FOR FASTER,
SMARTER DECISION MAKING
Establish a backup plan and means to measure
impacts
Create a playbook of scenarios that are ready to be
implemented as contingency plans
Create a cross-functional “wargame” team to drive
what-if scenario development that support and
enhance risk mitigation playbooks
Incorporate perspectives on the network and
investment in the modeling exercise, while
ensuring that business acumen and foresight is a
driver in preventative supply chain resiliency tests
Determine a backup plan and circulate it among all
relevant stakeholders
Be prepared to mobilize a coordinated response to
sudden shocks or events
Maintain the digital twin as a means to quickly assess
current and changing conditions
In instances when a playbook fails to envision the
risk event, an updated digital twin can quickly
provide guidance and insights on how to best
respond
Communicate early, clearly, and frequently

Evaluate engineering change orders where possible –
i.e. re-engineer product to put a different component
in finished product
Secure alternate logistics capacity/expedite as needed
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EVALUATE INVENTORY
Analyze safety stock buffers

ADAPT and EVOLVE
Take an intentional approach to combat
disruption by implementing continuous supply
chain network design. You will be better
positioned with a strategy that includes an
acceptable level of risk and maps out options
based on impact for the best response.

Prioritize and increase inventory levels where possible
Secure inventory reservations for key customers to
ensure availability
Leverage cost to serve analysis to prioritize delivery
to customers and maximize profit
Review Available to Promise expectations and when
the original demand could be filled in the future
Be proactive about backorder behavior and look at
potential financial incentives to keep customers
waiting instead of canceling and finding an alternative
Determine potential shifts in demand that may occur
when a product is no longer available, as slower
moving products may experience rapid and sustained
sales momentum

Coupla Supply Chain Design & Planning powered
by LLamasoft offers you a way to balance risk
trade-offs with the ability to model, optimize, and
simulate your supply chain network operations.
Find the best transportation routes and inventory
levels for the current state, then proactively
prepare for potential supply chain risk events.
Contingency plans are easier with the capability
to run scenarios associated with disruptive
events. React quickly to new variables, on the
shortest of notice, with models to accelerate the
time between making decisions and executing
them.

